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Therefore, encourage one another and build one another up, as indeed you do.
1 Thessalonians 5 : 11

Ms. Aumann’s Notes...
Week 27 - The last week of Quarter 3—we are certainly marching through
the year. I reflect a lot about this week because two years ago this very time—my
students’ lives changed dramatically. I think we are still trying to find our way back to
a normal, routine, and ordinary school week…..is there really such a week? I’m
thankful to be able to be in person with my students and see their beautiful faces! I did
step out of the classroom for a couple of days to attend an amazing reading conference
is Springfield. I have new ideas and books to share with my students!!
Curriculum Notes
Religion-We continued to review Lenten practices. We also worked on a written
response. The students read a short poem by a missionary called “Soap.” The idea
behind the poem was that faith only works when a person uses it. As always, the
students read the Sunday Gospel to be ready for Sunday Mass.

Look Who Did What!
Brenna & Claire- for winners at
the science crumple & shoot
Norah-for an excellent religion
acrostic
Adriyana & Norah-for helping
in the classroom
All 7th Graders-for their prayer
intentions
Truman- for connecting stories

Vocabulary-We finished unit 12. We worked on a writing response. Students could
choose their prompt. One was if athletes have a responsibility to be role models and
the other was if racehorses could be considered athletes. These prompts were inspired
by unit 12’s writing piece about a famous racehorse called Seabiscuit.
English-We worked on letter form and started another informational essay topic.
Reading-We finished six chapters in Roll of Thunder Hear my Cry. We continue to
focus on characterization.
Science-We worked on reviewing chapter 7 with the ‘crumple and shoot’ game. Our
chapter test was more of an application one than just knowing vocabulary.
As I mentioned in a previous email, the flu really hit seventh grade hard over the past
couple of weeks. We have prayed for each other! I ask for your prayers, too. May this
week- we all be healthy.
Take care. May your Lenten journey continue to be one of prayer and purpose.

Calendar
Mar. 16- Vocabulary Test
Mar. 16- 12:05 Dismissal
Mar. 18- Report Cards Posted
Mar. 18- Stations of the Cross
Mar. 18-Research Papers begin!
Mar. 23- 12:05 Dismissal

Please continue to pray for
our
Mr. McFarland. He does so
much to keep our school in
great condition. We wish
him
healthy days ahead.

Thank You!
Matt & Carrie Beyers-for
being our Adopt-A-Class
sponsors this year
Mrs. Jostes-for subbing for
my class
8th Graders- for leading the
Stations of the Cross

